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Abstract 

The potential hypotheses for finance research based on social media sentiment revolve 
around the reliability of investor sentiment expressed on social media and the causal 
relationship between financial markets and this sentiment. The central hypothesis 
we focus on is derived from the "lie game" played by investors on social media. This 
study is the first to explore three states of this lie game in the context of the Chi‑
nese stock market: the "equilibrium state", the "confusion state", and the "subversion 
state". Our findings indicate that the "equilibrium" state is the typical state of the lie 
game, where increased investor sentiment results in more positive market behav‑
ior, and higher stock prices lead to increased investor sentiment. We also examine 
the effect of significant social events, such as the "lockdown in Wuhan" and the "lock‑
down in Shanghai", on the lie game’s outcome. The successful lockdown in Wuhan 
and the public’s opposition to the politicization of COVID‑19 reinforced the "equilib‑
rium" state of the game. However, the Shanghai lockdown’s failure to promptly halt 
the spread of COVID‑19 led to the intertwining of the economy and COVID‑19 in public 
discourse, shifting the lie game’s outcome from an "equilibrium state" to a "subver‑
sive state". We emphasize that the "confusion state" and "subversion state" outcomes 
of the lie game are concerning, and managing public opinion and the externalization 
of domestic conflicts can help reduce this risk. This study offers a fresh perspective 
on the traditional issues of investor sentiment reliability and the causal relationship 
between investor sentiment and stock markets.
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Introduction
In the age of big data and artificial intelligence, the sentiment expressed on social media 
serves as a valuable addition to traditional sentiment indicators derived from financial 
surveys, market signals, and search engines (Antweiler and Frank 2004; Da et al. 2015; 
Liu et  al. 2022a, b, c). The question, "What do investors think?" which is inherent in 
social media sentiment, has numerous applications and is therefore intriguing (Pang and 
Lee 2008). Nevertheless, scholars have reported inconsistent results in related studies. 
For instance, some researchers have found no predictive value in the emotions expressed 
on social media (Antweiler and Frank 2004; Tumarkin and Whitelaw 2001), while others 
have identified weak or strong predictive capabilities (Liu et al. 2022a, b, c; Mao et al. 
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2011). These inconsistent results have prompted scholars to reassess the reliability of 
investor sentiment on social media and the cause-and-effect relationship between the 
stock market and investor sentiment on social media.

This study highlights the causal link between stock market performance and investor 
sentiment on social media is the result of a game of lies by investors in social media. 
The trustworthiness of investor sentiment is contingent upon the potency of a positive 
outcome from this deceptive game. This study analyzes three potential outcomes of this 
deceptive strategy by stock investors on social media in the Chinese markets:

• "Equilibrium state": Investors’ actions align with their words, resulting in a significant 
positive correlation between investment sentiment on social media and stock fun-
damentals. The strength of this correlation indicates the reliability of investor senti-
ment.

• "Confusion state": The lie tactics blur the cause-and-effect relationship, leading to no 
statistically significant correlation between social media sentiment and stock funda-
mentals.

• "Subversion state": The lie reverses the cause-and-effect relationship, resulting in a 
significant negative correlation between investment sentiment on social media and 
stock fundamentals.

This study provides a new perspective and theoretical reference for understanding 
social media sentiment, stock markets, and behavioral finance.

This study offers a multi-dimensional contribution. Researchers have thoroughly 
investigated how investor sentiment on social media affects various aspects of the stock 
market(Liu et  al. 2023), including stock prices (Liu et  al. 2022a, b, c), returns (Bollen 
et al. 2011; Oliveira et al. 2013), volatility (Sprenger et al. 2014), and price indices (Zhe-
ludev et al. 2014), among others. From these studies, researchers have verified a causal 
link between the stock market, investor sentiment, and social media. However, few 
describe the operational mechanism of the interaction between social media sentiment 
and the stock market. Therefore, this study offers a fresh theoretical explanation of the 
causal relationship between social media sentiment and the stock market.

The cause-and-effect relationship between investor sentiment and stock markets on 
social media is grounded in the fundamental assumptions of studies on social media 
investment sentiment (Liu et  al. 2022a, b, c). However, these studies do not agree in 
terms of their findings (Nguyen et al. 2015). As previously mentioned, numerous studies 
suggest that investor sentiment can predict stock prices or returns (Bollen et al. 2011; 
Geva and Zahavi 2014; Sprenger et al. 2014; Vu et al. 2012). Conversely, other studies 
find little proof that sentiment can predict stock prices or returns (Brown and Cliff 2004; 
Nofer and Hinz 2015; Oliveira et al. 2013; Tumarkin and Whitelaw 2001). These conflict-
ing results raise doubts about the reliability of investor sentiment on social media. This 
research suggests that there are multiple possible outcomes in the social media lie game, 
offering a comprehensive explanation for these varied findings.

Furthermore, our research pertains to COVID-19. It’s widely recognized that 
COVID-19 has drastically affected our everyday lives and disrupted global trade and 
flows (Haleem et al. 2020). Numerous scholars have examined the intricate effect of 
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COVID-19 on stock markets and the sentiment of investors within these markets 
(Eachempati et al. 2021; Fallahgoul 2021; Hoang and Syed 2021; Naseem et al. 2021; 
Sun and Shi 2022). Typically, researchers use the onset of COVID-19 as a background 
event, and then observe the emergence and fluctuations of market, economic, and 
financial events within this context (Goodell 2020; Kumar et al. 2020). Given that over 
three years have passed since the COVID-19 outbreak, it is difficult to assume that 
its effect on financial markets has remained consistent over such an extended period 
(Szczygielski et al. 2023; Zaheer et al. 2022). This study explores the effect of COVID-
19 on the stock market across various time frames, leveraging the capacity of public 
opinion to examine events retrospectively.

Figure 1 shows the data chain strip used in this study. The study applies the latent 
Dirichlet allocation (LDA) algorithm to topic-model news and self-published texts, 
thereby acquiring public opinion data (Data 3). It uses convolutional neural networks 
to measure investor sentiment (Data 1) in social media texts, and uses stock price 
data from the SSE Index as a proxy for stock prices (Data 2).

User-generated content in investor communities reflects individual investor views, 
and when these views are combined, they can effectively represent the overall senti-
ment of investors (Bollen et al. 2011). In an “honest” market, it is anticipated that pub-
lic sentiment on social media corresponds with related shifts in financial markets (Liu 
et al. 2022a, b, c). Therefore, any discrepancies between investor sentiment on social 
media (Data 1) and stock indices (Data 2) may suggest “lies” in both social media and 
the stock market. Public sentiment (Data 3), conversely, can be seen as a compact 
representation of significant societal events, because financial markets are vulnerable 

Fig. 1 Data logic of the study. The solid lines indicate causal influences, and the dashed lines indicate the 
perspective of observation
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to macroeconomic conditions and key social incidents (Hong et al. 2023). Together, 
Data 1, Data 2, and Data 3 create the data linkage that underpins our research model.

Figure  1 illustrates our investigation into the outcome of the game of lies played by 
investors in social media and the effect of major social events on the game’s outcome. 
We analyze three data strands: social media investor sentiment, stock market funda-
mentals, and public opinion. A recent study by Liu et  al. (2022a, b, c) establishes the 
"equilibrium state" as the norm for the game of lies in social media. In this state, there is 
a significant positive correlation between investor sentiment in social media and stock 
prices, and the reliability of social media is contingent upon the strength of this correla-
tion. However, major social events have the potential to disrupt this equilibrium:

1. Social events that generate positive public opinion, such as admiration and opti-
mism, reduce lies on social media platforms that target investors. These events con-
tribute to strengthening the equilibrium state of the lie game in the context of social 
media.

2. Social events that generate negative public opinion, such as worry or criticism, can 
disrupt the equilibrium of the game of lies on social media. For instance, during the 
Shanghai lockdown, the intertwining of COVID-19 and economic concerns in pub-
lic discourse caused the outcome of investors’ game of lies on social media to shift 
toward a state of confusion or even subversion.

3. In times of international conflict, the external transfer of domestic conflicts helps to 
reduce financial risks in the stock market.

Note that the significance lies not in the event itself but in the directions, outcomes, 
and contexts of major social events that affect the outcome of a game of lies by investors. 
Furthermore, the conclusion of an event does not signify the end of its effect. This study 
is the first to use the concept of the "lie game" to analyze investor sentiment, offering a 
fresh perspective on the reliability of investor sentiment and its relationship with stock 
markets.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Sect. "Game model and hypoth-
esis" defines the game model and outlines the research hypotheses. Sect.  "Data and 
methodology" describes the data and methodology. Sect. "Empirical study" presents the 
empirical study and discussion. Sect. "Conclusion" concludes the paper.

Game model and hypothesis
Definition of a lie

False information on social media is commonly referred to as "rumors" or "lies" (Alhouti 
and Johnson 2022; Hameleers et al. 2020; Zubiaga et al. 2015). Distinguishing between 
lies and rumors is challenging, because both can incorporate elements of truth (Van 
Bommel 2003), and sometimes the distinction between falsehood and veracity is slim 
(Vrij 2008).

Several scholars have defined inconsistent information as a lie (Deeb et al. 2018; Han 
et al. 2020), while Clarkson et al. (2006) contend that in financial markets, any informa-
tion that cannot be objectively verified falls into the category of a rumor or lie. In our 
study, we merge these perspectives and define "inconsistency in words and actions" as 
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a lie, embracing the notion that "people lie, actions don’t!" (Raj and Meel 2022). On a 
micro level, "words" refer to social media texts, and "actions" refer to investors’ trans-
actions in the stock market; on a macro level, "words" represent investor sentiment on 
social media, and "actions" the stock market’s performance. This framework allows us 
to assess whether an investor’s message is truthful by comparing "words" and "actions" 
before and after the fact. Adhering to the assumption of safe chronological causality (i.e., 
the past precedes the future), we consider two scenarios: one where "words come first, 
followed by actions", and another where "actions come first, followed by words".

According to the principle that "words precede actions", an investor’s behavior in the 
stock market should align with their prior social media statements. If an investor fore-
casts a stock’s price increase on social media, but then sells or short sells that stock, they 
are being dishonest. Similarly, if an investor predicts a stock’s decline, but proceeds to 
hold or buy the stock, they are not being truthful. Therefore, we can express an investor’s 
statements and actions as a tuple: (words, actions). Excluding neutral opinions, there are 
four possible strategies (2 × 2). By assigning the number one to positive statements and 
actions and the number zero to negative ones, we can define the four strategies (G) as 
follows:

In the above combination of strategies, whether the investor is lying or not can be 
determined by the iso-or operation: W ⊕ A == 1 ; then,

According to the principle that "actions precede words", investors’ posts on social 
media should align with prior stock market trends. If an investor shares negative com-
ments following a stock price increase, or positive remarks after a decline, they are con-
sidered dishonest, because this contradicts the general investor-by-profit assumption 
that investors react positively to gains and negatively to losses (Kish and Fairbairn 2018). 
There are four possible combinations of market performance and investor sentiment. 
Assigning a score of one for positive market outcomes and investor sentiment, and zero 
for negative ones, these strategies can be categorized as

In the above combination of strategies, whether the investor is lying or not can be 
determined by the iso-or operation: A⊕W == 1 ; then,
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We do not consider neutral emotions in the above analysis because Antweiler and 
Frank’s (2004) findings suggest that considering neutral emotions introduces additional 
noise into the data. Based on the above, we define lies as follows.

Definition 1 Messages from investors in social media that meet conditions 
W ⊕ A == 1 or A⊕W == 1 are considered lies.

Game model

The preferred method for simulating natural phenomena involves a series of inter-
connected differential equations that capture the dynamics of temporal evolution 
(Schölkopf et al. 2021). These equations offer a deep understanding of the causal mecha-
nisms governing a system’s behavior. Consequently, we can depict the causal relationship 
between investor sentiment (IS) and the stock market (SM) as observed in social media 
by employing a set of differential equations:

where Eq.  (1) describes how the stock market will change when investor sentiment 
changes, and Eq. (2) describes how investor sentiment will change when the stock mar-
ket changes.

According to Eq. (1) and Definition 1, if an investor’s message on social media is hon-
est, the investor will act in accordance with the sentiment expressed in the message. 
Investor sentiment on social media emerges from the collective sentiments of numerous 
individuals (Deng et al. 2018; Wei et al. 2016). When investors collectively "match words 
with actions", this general personal honesty translates into overall honesty in social 
media sentiment, which, in turn, has a significant positive effect on the stock market:

At this point, dIS
dSM

= f (IS) > 0.
In accordance with Eq.  (2) and Definition 1, as a result of investors’ inherent profit-

seeking behavior, the sentiment expressed in their social media messages tends to align 
with preceding stock market fundamentals. A gloomy market climate fosters negative 
sentiment among investors, while a buoyant market does the opposite. This phenom-
enon suggests that individual perceptions often aggregate into a collective sentiment on 
social media, which in turn positively affects investor sentiment in relation to the stock 
market:
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At this point, dSM
dIS

= f (SM) > 0.
Thus, investors align their actions with their words. There is a positive causal relationship 

between investor sentiment expressed on social media and stock market performance, with

Investor sentiment in social media is then credible, and the credibility of investor senti-
ment on social media is determined by the value of the differential equation. Credibility 
is a fundamental attribute that social media should possess (Alhouti and Johnson 2022). 
Arora and Sanni (2019) highlight that social media lacking credibility is practically ineffec-
tive. Van Bommel (2003) posited that a social media platform that consistently disseminates 
false information cannot sustain itself. These studies collectively imply that the credibility 
of social media represents the "equilibrium state" in the game of lies played by investors on 
these platforms.

"Equilibrium state": If dIS
dSM

> 0 and  dSM
dIS

> 0 are statistically significant during the 
observation period, then investors are "consistent in words and actions", and the game of 
lies in social media leads to an "equilibrium state".

Social media is rife with falsehoods (Hameleers et al. 2020; Zubiaga et al. 2015), and when 
the ratio of these lies surpasses a certain threshold, the result of the investors’ game of lies 
may deviate from the "equilibrium state". Furthermore, Eqs.  (1) and (2), which represent 
natural phenomena, can have a range of potential values, such as the values of  dIS

dSM
 and  

dSM
dIS

 being less than zero. Based on this, two additional potential outcomes of an investors’ 
deception game are identified.

"Subversion state": If dIS
dSM

< 0 and  dSM
dIS

< 0 are statistically significant during the 
observation period, then investors are "inconsistent between words and actions", and the 
game of lies in social media leads to a " subversive state".

"Confusion state": If the sign of the values of dIS
dSM

 and dSM
dIS

 cannot be in a steady state 
during the observation period, then the lies of investors in social media confuse cause and 
effect, and the result of this game of lies is a "confusion state".

In conclusion, the causal link between investor sentiment on social media and the stock 
market is shaped by a dynamic interplay of "truths" and "lies" among stock investors. The 
intensity of this interplay dictates the trustworthiness of the sentiment expressed on social 
media. Through ongoing observation, the results of this deceptive game played by investors 
on social media can be viewed as a probability distribution of "truths" and "lies", and can be 
estimated using Pearson’s correlation coefficient (Benesty et al. 2009),

The Pearson correlation coefficient of investor sentiment in social media (IS) and stock 
market fundamentals (SM) can be considered as an integrity factor (IF) that we can use to 
determine the status of the game of lies by investors in social media:
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The integrity factor represents the correlation between investor sentiment (Data 1 in 
Fig. 1) and the stock market (Data 2 in Fig. 1). When investor sentiment and the stock 
market move significantly in the same direction, this signifies the market’s integrity, 
which we refer to as the "equilibrium state". However, discrepancies between investor 
sentiment and the stock market suggest a state of confusion or even disruption. Numer-
ous studies have recorded the existence of these states of confusion and disruption. In 
practical terms, this phenomenon is seen as the failure of social media investor senti-
ment to accurately forecast financial market results (Brown and Cliff 2005; Nofer and 
Hinz 2015), though the causes for this are still not fully understood. In our research, we 
incorporate public sentiment (Data 3 in Fig. 1) to encapsulate the wider societal context 
and the significant events it signifies. By creating an observational model based on the 
interaction of these three data sets, as shown in Fig. 1, we aim to better understand the 
dynamics of investor deception in social media.

Hypotheses

Several studies have established a cause-and-effect relationship between investor senti-
ment on social media and stock prices (Bollen et al. 2011; Oliveira et al. 2013; Renault 
2017). Liu et  al. (2022a, b, c) recently emphasized that there is, in general, a positive 
correlation between social media investor sentiment and stock prices. Arora and Sanni 
(2019) note that unreliable social media is practically ineffective, further affirming that 
investor sentiment on social media is, in general, dependable. The "equilibrium state" 
should be a general characteristic of social media. Social media for investors who have 
been untrustworthy cannot exist (Van Bommel 2003). Based on the above analysis, we 
propose the first hypothesis of this paper.

H1. In general, the outcome of the game of lies by investors in social media is an "equi-
librium state", where investors’ words (social media sentiment) align with their actions 
(stock market performance).

Statistics clearly demonstrate that overall figures do not necessarily reflect local char-
acteristics (Green et  al. 1982). Van Bommel (2003) identifies three forms of disinfor-
mation prevalent in investor social media. The first type involves lies that incorporate 
accurate information, the second type includes lies that lack any information, essentially 
bluffs, and the third type involves investors disseminating false rumors. Furthermore, 
Li et al. (2018) and Liu et al. (2022a, b, c) describe certain aimless lies that may not be 
evenly distributed over short time spans, but that they neutralize each other in the long 
term. A surge of lies within a specific timeframe could disrupt the equilibrium of the 
deception game, altering the game’s outcome to a state of "confusion" or even "subver-
sion". Based on these observations, we propose our second hypothesis.

H2. At a specific time, the outcome of the game of lies played by investors in social 
media may appear to be in a state of "confusion" or "subversion". Investors’ words (social 
media sentiment) may not align with their actions (stock market performance), resulting 
in no significant correlation between social media sentiment and the stock market, or 
even a significant negative correlation.

(6)IF = Pearson(IS, SM).
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The COVID-19 pandemic has significantly altered our daily routines and disrupted 
global trade (Haleem et al. 2020). The effects of COVID-19 on stock markets and inves-
tor sentiment have been well-documented (Cox et al. 2020; Fernandez-Perez et al. 2021; 
Wagner 2020). The extensive influence of COVID-19 globally illustrates the wide-rang-
ing effects of a significant societal event, either directly or indirectly. Many studies have 
confirmed the direct or indirect effects of COVID-19 on financial markets and investor 
sentiment (Goel and Dash 2022; Loang 2022). These effects are likely to result in changes 
to the integrity factor, subsequently affecting the outcomes of the game of lies among 
investors on social media. Although it may be difficult to directly observe the effects of 
major societal events on the game of lies among social media investors, public opinion 
can fortunately capture these events and their ripple effects (Hu et al. 2021). Therefore, 
by examining differences in these outcomes within various states of public opinion dur-
ing major societal events, we can indirectly observe the effects of these events on the 
outcomes of the game of lies among social media investors.

Figure 2 clarifies the process through which significant societal events affect the results 
of deception games among investors. Step 1 outlines the broad diffusion effects of nota-
ble events. Step 2 demonstrates the ability of public sentiment to recognize significant 
societal events and their effects. Step 3 provides details on how major societal events and 
their subsequent effects influence investor sentiment and stock markets. Step 4 empha-
sizes the way public sentiment indirectly monitors or evaluates the Integrity factor in 
reaction to significant societal events. Based on this analysis, we propose Hypothesis 3.

H3. Major social events may influence the outcome of the game of lies played by inves-
tors in social media.

The Chinese government’s most extreme reaction to COVID-19, the city lockdown, 
has also had significant effects on the economy and finances. For instance, You et  al. 
(2020) calculated the monthly economic losses during Wuhan’s lockdown. Over three 
years have passed since the COVID-19 outbreak, and the human response to the virus 
has drastically changed, shifting from an initial severe lockdown to learning to coex-
ist with COVID-19 (Zhang et al. 2021). It seems illogical that the effect of COVID-19 
on financial markets has remained consistent throughout these three years. Similarly, 

Fig. 2 A mechanism map of how major social events influence the game of lies in social media
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it seems unlikely that the financial effects of the 2022 Shanghai lockdown and the 2020 
Wuhan lockdown were identical. Based on this explanation, we propose hypothesis H4.

H4. The effects of the lockdowns on the outcomes of the game of lies by investors 
in social media vary between Wuhan, which occurred in the pre-COVID-19 era, and 
Shanghai, which occurred in the post-COVID-19 era.

COVID-19’s effects on financial markets are multifaceted. Researchers often use the 
emergence of COVID-19 as a proxy for investor sentiment (Liu et al. 2022b), and they 
measure its effect by comparing financial markets before and after its onset (Chen et al. 
2020; Huynh et  al. 2021). However, the severity of COVID-19’s effect is continually 
evolving (Zhang et al. 2021), as are the strategies for managing COVID-19. It is challeng-
ing to define COVID-19’s current role in society and, therefore, to predict its potential 
economic effect. Nevertheless, as a significant societal event, COVID-19 plays a cru-
cial role in shaping public opinion (Maeda 2022; Malecki et al. 2021; Yu et al. 2020). By 
examining the relationship between the topics of "COVID-19" and "economy" in public 
opinion, we can hypothesize about COVID-19’s possible economic effect. Based on this 
discussion, we propose hypothesis H5.

H5. COVID-19 has a greater impact on the outcome of the game of lies in social media 
when the topic of "COVID-19" is intertwined with the topic of "economy" in public opinion.

Data and methodology
Data

Figure  1 illustrates the three data channels used in this study: public opinion, inves-
tor sentiment on social media, and stock market prices. The LDA algorithm is used to 
extract public opinion from news and self-published texts. Convolutional neural net-
works are employed to gauge investor sentiment on social media. Stock price data from 
the SSE serve as a proxy for stock prices.

(A) Public opinion data

We gathered news and commentary data from Micro Headlines, a product of Today’s 
Headlines.1 This platform allows users to share graphics, short videos, and live streams, 

Fig. 3 Sample of micro headlines

1 https:// www. touti ao. com

https://www.toutiao.com
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fostering relationships over time. As per the official website, Micro Headlines generates 
over 20 million user interactions daily, with nearly 10 million posts.2 Figure 3 shows the 
text structure and style of Micro Headlines. For our research, we collected texts posted 
by a mainstream news outlet and four senior media professionals on Micro Headlines 
from November 2019 to December 2022 to gauge public sentiment. We have chosen not 
to reveal the identities of the news media and self-publishers to protect their privacy. As 
Table 1 indicates, the average follower count for these five sources is 5,217,400, demon-
strating their significant influence.

(B) Social media texts from investors

Social media data was gathered from the "SSE Index Bar" within the "Stock Bar", the 
most significant stock and fund exchange community in China. This community is a hub 
where numerous investors and investment institutions daily share and comment on the 
"SSE Index". As shown in Fig. 4, each post includes a title, author, date, number of reads, 
number of comments, and text.

We gathered media texts posted by investors from January 2019 to December 2022 
using crawler technology. The total number of messages from investors was around 
3,562,000, with a readership of 2,245 million and a total of 8,395,200 comments. The 
daily message volume varied, with a maximum of 19,204, a minimum of 13, and an aver-
age of 2,442, as outlined in Table 2.

(C) Stock price data

Table 1 Statistics of news and comments

Media No. Number of followers (ten 
thousand)

No. of news (Nov 2019–Dec 
2022)

Media category

1 922.8 2,759 Self‑Media

2 550.7 5,195 Self‑Media

3 301.2 6,384 Self‑Media

4 270.9 2,995 Self‑Media

5 563.1 5,195 Newspapers

Mean 521.74 4505.6

Total 2,608.7 22,528

Fig. 4 Sample of investor message

2 https:// www. touti ao. com/ about/

https://www.toutiao.com/about/
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Because the subject of messages in social media is "SSE Index", we use the SSE Com-
posite Index as a proxy for the composite stock price. We gathered data on metrics such 
as the opening price, closing price, highest share price, and lowest share price, aligning 
the time frame with the investor message, spanning 972 trading days from 2019 to 2022. 
In line with Mallikarjuna and Rao (2019) and Nimal (1997), this study uses closing prices 
to define stock market returns:

Statistical descriptions of the stock price data are shown in Table 3.

News topic modelling

We used the LDA technique for topic modeling to examine the evolution of public opin-
ion, focusing on news and comments. The process of textual topic modeling typically 
involves three key stages: data pre-processing, the creation of TF-IDF word vectors, and 
news topic modeling (Zhou et al., 2023). This process is illustrated in Fig. 5.

Step 1. Text pre-processing
The process of text pre-processing starts with the removal of numbers, punctuation, 

unnecessary spaces, and unreadable special characters, such as "(", "[", "{", and "&", from 
the text. These characters, although commonly found in news articles, do not aid in text 
topic mining and are therefore considered noise (Uysal and Gunal 2014).

(7)Rt =
(Pt − Pt−1)

Pt−1

∗ 100.

Table 2 Statistical description of social media texts

25%, 50%, and 75% are quartiles, and the subsequent tables are consistent

Indicators Daily messages Daily reading Daily comments

count 1,459 1,459 1,459

mean 2,442 1,539,014 5,754

std 2,047 1,815,480 3,930

min 13 24,426 22

25% 590 702,471 3,197

50% 2,228 1,172,903 5,006

75% 3,353 1,825,842 7,065

max 19,204 44,924,350 43,562

Table 3 Statistical description of stock price

Prices are in CNY. Except for the "count" indicator, the value of stock returns is a percentage

Indicators Opening 
price

Closing price Highest price Lowest price Previous 
closing price

count 972.00 972.00 972.00 972.00 972.00

mean 3,200.54 3,202.98 3,221.62 3,179.91 3,202.36

std 279.39 278.44 279.19 277.15 279.34

min 2,446.02 2,464.36 2,488.48 2,440.91 2,464.36

25% 2,964.98 2,968.31 2,984.44 2,940.19 2,967.67

50% 3,224.66 3,223.95 3,249.79 3,201.29 3,223.95

75% 3,445.50 3,449.68 3,465.89 3,422.75 3,449.68

max 3,721.09 3,715.37 3,731.69 3,692.82 3,715.37
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The second step in pre-processing is Chinese word separation. Unlike English sen-
tences, which are sequences of words separated by spaces, Chinese sentences are rep-
resented as strings of characters without any mandatory separation. Therefore, the 
first hurdle in processing Chinese is to identify the sequence of words in a sentence 
and denote the appropriate boundary positions (Ma et al. 2018; Xue 2003).

The last step in data pre-processing involves the removal of stop words. These 
are words that frequently occur in text, but do not aid in text classification or topic 
mining (Baradad and Mugabushaka 2015). Removing stop words improves the effi-
ciency of natural language processing and is a crucial part of text data preprocessing 
(Anandarajan et al. 2019). Therefore, we use a list of stop words at the end of data pre-
processing to enhance data quality (Hao and Hao 2008).

Step 2. Creating TF-IDF vectors
The "term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF)" is a prevalent word 

weighting strategy in current information retrieval systems (TF-IDF)" (Aizawa 2003). 
The "TF" (term frequency) in "TF-IDF" signifies the frequency of specific terms within 
a document. Terms with a high TF value are deemed significant in a manuscript. 
Conversely, the DF represents the frequency of a particular term across a collection 
of documents. It measures how often a term appears in multiple documents, not just 
one. Terms with a high DF value are considered less significant due to their com-
mon occurrence across all documents. Therefore, the IDF, the inverse of the DF, is 
employed to assess the significance of terms across all documents. High IDF values 
suggest that terms are rare across all documents, thus increasing their importance 
(Kim and Gil 2019). The formula for calculating TF is as follows:

In Eq. (8), ni,j indicates the number of occurrences of the word ti in document j, and 
TFi,j indicates the frequency of the word ti in document j. The formula for calculating 
the IDF is as follows:

In Eq.  (9), |D| denotes the number of all documents, and 
∣

∣j : ti ∈ dj

∣

∣ denotes the 
number of documents containing the term ti . The denominator in Eq. (9) is added to 
one to prevent the denominator from being zero. The TF-IDF is calculated as

(8)TFi,j =
ni,j

∑

knk ,j
.

(9)IDFi = log
|D|

1+
∣

∣j : ti ∈ dj

∣

∣

.

Fig. 5 Flowchart of news topic mining
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Step 3. Topic Modeling
The LDA algorithm, as indicated by the research, is applicable for news topic mod-

eling. The LDA topic model can effectively reduce the dimensionality of text in semantic 
space, modeling the text based on the probability of vocabulary, which somewhat miti-
gates the issue of data sparsity (Yu and Qiu 2019; Zhang et al. 2015). In terms of text 
modeling, each document is constructed as a blend of themes, with the proportions of 
this continuous-valued blend distributed as a latent Dirichlet random variable (Blei et al. 
2001).

LDA is a three-tiered hierarchical Bayesian model. In this model, each item in a collec-
tion is depicted as a finite mixture over a foundational set of topics. Following this, each 
topic is modeled as an infinite mixture of underlying topic probabilities (Blei et al. 2003).

Constructing investor sentiment

The process of gauging investor sentiment on social media typically involves two stages: 
sentiment mining and sentiment aggregation (Pang and Lee 2008). We follow Antweiler 
and Frank (2004) to categorize investor messages into "positive", "neutral", and "negative" 
based on the degree of market confidence expressed in these messages. These individual 
investor sentiments are then compiled over time to generate a comprehensive investor 
sentiment. Given the sheer volume of investor social media texts, which can reach up 
to 3,561,200, manually classifying the sentiment in these comments is challenging. To 
address this, we employ supervised learning. The defining characteristic of supervised 
learning is the presence of annotated training data (Hinz et al. 2011). The name refers 
to a "supervisor", who instructs the learning system on which labels to associate with 
training data (Cord and Cunningham 2008). Supervised learning methods use this train-
ing data to develop models, which can then be applied to classify further unlabeled data 
(Hastie et al. 2009). Figure 6 provides a visual representation of the fundamental super-
vised learning process.

In their recent study, Liu et al. (2022a, b, c) employed a convolutional neural network 
to categorize investor messages as "bullish", "neutral", or "bearish" in their examina-
tion of the interplay between investor sentiment and stock prices. The network model’s 

(10)
TF − IDF = TF × IDF .

Fig. 6 Diagram of supervised learning
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classification accuracy was 89.14%, surpassing the 88.1% accuracy of Antweiler and 
Frank (2004). Our research uses the same data source as Liu et al. (2022a, b, c), which is 
why we have adopted their sentiment classification model for this study. Table 4 displays 
the model’s classification performance.

Based on text sentiment mining, investor sentiment (IS) is constructed by referring to 
Antweiler and Frank’s (2004) definition of a bullish index:

where Np
t  and Nn

t  denote the number of messages expressing positive and negative sen-
timents, respectively, about the stock market on day t. A higher investor sentiment (IS) 
indicates a higher proportion of investors in social media who are confident about the 
stock market. Following Liu, Zhou, et  al. (2022), we do not have a concurrently con-
structed protocol index to analyze investor sentiment in this study.

Empirical study
Our research framework is depicted in Fig.  7. We begin our study by examining the 
overall outcomes of the investors’ game of lies on social media, taking into account 
investor sentiment and stock market fundamentals from 2019 to 2022. We then select 
three periods surrounding the Wuhan lockdown (denoted by pWuhan

0 , pWuhan
−1  , and 

pWuhan
1  , respectively) and four periods around the Shanghai lockdown (denoted by 

(11)IS = ln

[

1+ N
p
t

1+ Nn
t

]

,

Table 4 Performance of model classification

True classification Prediction classification

Positive Negative Neutral Accuracy (%)

Positive 1010 79 21 90.99

Negative 21 880 29 94.62

Neutral 24 154 802 81.83

Total 89.14

Fig. 7 Research framework. Note: pwuhan−1
 denotes the 47 trading days before the lockdown in Wuhan. pwuhan

0
 

denotes the 47 trading days during lockdown in Wuhan. pwuhan
1

 denotes the 47 trading days after the end 
of the lockdown in Wuhan. pShanghai−1

 denotes the 38 trading days before the lockdown in Shanghai. pShanghai
0

 
denotes the 38 trading days during the lockdown in Shanghai. pShanghai

1
 denotes the 38 trading days after the 

end of the lockdown in Shanghai. pShanghai
2

 denotes the second 38 trading days after the end of lockdown in 
Shanghai
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p
Shanghai
0 , p

Shanghai
−1 , p

Shanghai
1  and pShanghai2  ) as our study intervals. Then we further 

explore how major social events affect the results of the game of lies.

Analysis of the overall game outcome

Table 5 presents the results of the game of lies employed by investors on social media 
from 2019 to 2022. A weak, but highly significant positive correlation exists between 
the stock market’s opening price (OP), closing price (CP), highest price (HP), lowest 
price (LP), the previous day’s closing price (PCP), and investor sentiment (IS). There is 
consistency between investor sentiment (expressed in words) on social media and stock 
market performance (reflected in actions). The deceptive tactics used by investors on 
social media result in a state of "equilibrium", confirming H1. In general, an increase 
in sentiment leads to a rise in stock prices, and higher stock prices, in turn, lead to an 
increase in sentiment.

Figure 8 presents the intra-day data of messages posted on the "SSE Index Bar". The 
day is divided into eight time segments, labeled as ts1, ts2, through to ts8, with trad-
ing periods happening at ts4 and ts5. The segments ts1, ts2, and ts3 are times before 
trading begins, and the investor sentiment (expressed in words) on social media can be 
analyzed by the market performance (actions) at ts4 and ts5 (IS → SM). The segments 
ts6, ts7, and ts8 take place after the market closes, and the investor sentiment (words) 
during this time should reflect the stock market fundamentals (actions) for ts4 and ts5 
(SM → IS). The data in Fig. 8 indicates that on trading days, most investor messages are 
posted during ts4 and ts5, when investor sentiment (words) and stock market funda-
mentals (actions) interact frequently (IS ↔ FM).

Based on the above, we segmented the day into three intervals: 00:00 a.m.–09:30 
a.m. (period A), 09:30 a.m.–15:00 p.m. (period B), and 15:00 p.m.–24:00 p.m. (period 
C). This segmentation allowed us to examine the overall outcomes of the game of 
lies used by investors on social media. As Table 6 shows, there is a strong positive 

Table 5 Integrity factors for 2019 to 2022

*, **, ***, ****, and ***** represent significance levels of 0.1, 0.05, 0.01, 0.001, and 0.0001, respectively. OP, CP, HP, and LP 
represent the opening, closing, highest, and lowest prices of the day, respectively. PCP represents the previous day’s closing 
price. The overall column uses the mean of OP, CP, HP, LP, and PCP as price proxies for calculating correlations

OP CP HP LP PCP Overall

IS 0.343***** 0.377***** 0.355***** 0.362***** 0.347***** 0.357*****

Fig. 8 Intraday message distribution of "SSE Index Bar"
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correlation between investor sentiment during the pre-market opening (period A), 
the trading session (period B), and the post-market break (period C), and the fun-
damentals of the stock market. This suggests that in the pre-market opening (period 
A), the game of lies on social media result in an "equilibrium", where "positive" or 
"negative" investor messages before the market opens elicit "positive" or "negative" 
responses during the trading session (period B). Similarly, after the market break 
(period C), the game of lies on social media result in an "equilibrium", where "posi-
tive" or "negative" stock market fundamentals during period B lead to "positive" or 
"negative" investor messages on social media during the market break (period C). 
The high-frequency interaction between investor sentiment and stock market funda-
mentals during the trading session (period B), where positive messages correspond 
with positive market behavior and negative messages correspond with negative mar-
ket behavior, also results in an "equilibrium" in the game of lies used on social media 
during the trading session (period B).

In summary, from 2019 to 2022, the general result of investors’ game of lies on social 
media consistently reached a state of "equilibrium", whether evaluated over the course 
of an entire day or during the three distinct periods before, during, and after a trading 
session. Data indicate that investors’ actions align with their stated intentions, thus con-
firming H1.

Analysis of the game surrounding the lockdown in Wuhan

In an effort to curb the spread of COVID-19, the Chinese government enforced a city-
wide lockdown in Wuhan for 76 days, from January 23 to April 7, 2020 (Cao et al. 2020). 
This period encompassed 47 trading days. We examine the outcomes of the "game of 
lies" for three separate 47-day trading periods: before ( pwuhan−1  ), after ( pwuhan1  ), and dur-
ing ( pwuhan0  ) the lockdown. Our aim is to understand how the Wuhan lockdown affected 
the results of the game of lies.

Survey of public opinion surrounding the lockdown in Wuhan

This study uses the LDA algorithm to independently model public sentiment during the 
pwuhan−1  , pwuhan0  , and pwuhan1  stages. Text modeling analysis enhances our comprehension 
of Wuhan’s closure and its effects by enabling us to retrospectively examine public opin-
ion. The number of topics to be modeled must be predetermined when modeling textual 
topics. If the number of topics is too small, it diminishes the analysis’s credibility, while 
too many topics complicate the analysis. After numerous trials, we finally settled on a 

Table 6 Analysis of the integrity factor for three intra‑day periods from 2019 to 2022

*, **, ***, ****, and ***** represent significance levels of 0.1, 0.05, 0.01, 0.001, and 0.0001, respectively. The overall column 
uses the mean of OP, CP, HP, LP, and PCP as price proxies for calculating correlations

ISA,  ISB, and  ISC represent investor sentiment for time periods 00:00 a.m.–09:30 a.m.; 09:30 a.m.–15:00 p.m.; and 15:00 
p.m.–24:00 p.m., respectively, within a day

OP CP HP LP PCP Overall

ISA 0.385***** 0.384***** 0.381***** 0.388***** 0.373***** 0.383*****

ISB 0.270***** 0.297***** 0.283***** 0.282***** 0.278***** 0.282*****

ISC 0.198***** 0.241***** 0.208 ***** 0.223***** 0.196***** 0.213*****
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total of six topics. Table 7 offers a succinct overview of the opinion modeling. Detailed 
data for the opinion modeling is available in Appendix A, and a description of the news 
data used for the opinion modeling is in Appendix B.

Table 7 Public opinion modeling concerning the lockdown in Wuhan

The "share of news" represents the popularity of the topic.

Panel A:  p-1
Wuhan

Topic No. Share of news (%) Topic description

Topic 01 34.70 Corruption, crime, and high‑impact criminal cases

Topic 02 27.30 International competition and conflicts: US‑China 
competition, international economy, Iranian issues, 
etc.

Topic 03 20.70 Domestic economic, business, and social issues

Topic 04 9.20 COVID‑19 appeared in the news.

Topic 05 6.10 Hong Kong Issues

Topic 06 2 Cases of crime against women

Panel B:  p0
Wuhan

Topic No. Share of news (%) Topic description

Topic 01 51.90 From COVID‑19 to resuming work and production

Topic 02 34.10 The politicization of COVID‑19 and the international 
dissemination of COVID‑19

Topic 03 10.30 Out‑of‑country imported COVID‑19‑infected patients

Topic 04 2.70 International assistance against COVID‑19

Topic 05 0.70 The spread of COVID‑19 in Korea and Italy

Topic 06 0.30 International epidemic topics

Panel C:  p1
Wuhan

Topic No. Share of news (%) Topic description

Topic 01 24.40 Major social news and crime

Topic 02 18.70 US‑China Competition and Hong Kong Issues

Topic 03 15.50 International dissemination of COVID‑19

Topic 04 14.90 Economy, corruption, and crime

Topic 05 14.00 Resumption of work and production after COVID‑19

Topic 06 12.50 Out‑of‑country imported COVID‑19‑infected patients

Fig. 9 Inter‑topic distance map for the lockdown in Wuhan. Note: The size of the circle represents the 
popularity of the topic
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Understanding the relationships between various topics can enhance our comprehen-
sion of public sentiment. Here, the principal component analysis (PCA) is an important 
method in data analysis (Abdi and Williams 2010; Bro and Smilde 2014). In Fig. 9, we 
apply PCA to scale the public opinion data multidimensionally. This approach aims to 
represent multiple themes within a two-dimensional image, thereby facilitating a clearer 
inspection of the public opinion theme modeling results. By merging the information 
from Table  7 and Fig.  9, we can provide a continuous narrative of public sentiment 
before, during, and after the Wuhan lockdown.

(A) Analysis of public opinion prior to the lockdown in Wuhan

Before the Wuhan lockdown, the most prevalent topics in public opinion were societal 
corruption and crime (Topic 01, 34.70%), China-US competition (Topic 02, 27.30%), and 
domestic economic concerns (Topic 03, 20.70%). There is an overlap between Topic 02 
and Topic 03, suggesting that economic issues are a part of the discourse on Sino-US 
competition. Note that Topic 04 (9.20%) pertains to COVID-19, showing that the subject 
of COVID-19 had already surfaced in Chinese public opinion prior to the Wuhan lock-
down, although it was not yet a mainstream topic.

(B) Analysis of public opinion during the lockdown in Wuhan

During the Wuhan lockdown, the keywords "Wuhan" and "COVID-19" rapidly 
emerged as the most prevalent topic (Topic 01, 51.9%). Four specific aspects of public 
sentiment during this lockdown period warrant consideration:

1. Topic 02 overlaps significantly with Topic 01, both discussing the epidemic in the 
United States and globally. Noteworthy keywords, such as "human", "political", and 
"world" are incorporated, signaling the onset of the international COVID-19 pan-
demic. Concurrently, the Chinese public perceived COVID-19 as a global issue, 
despite the efforts of Western countries to politicize the disease.

2. Topic 01 discussed the resumption of work and production, as well as the issue of 
COVID-19. Amid the Wuhan lockdown in 2020, the Chinese government effectively 
contained the country’s COVID-19 spread within two months (Lau et al. 2020) and 
began to restart work and production. The domestic public response was positive 
and hopeful, filled with pride and admiration (Cao et al. 2021).

3. Topics 04, 05, and 06 outline the aid China extended to Italy in response to COVID-
19 (Chen 2021). These topics also highlight China’s concern about the global out-
break. This shows that the Chinese government was not only able to swiftly control 
the outbreak domestically, but also had the ability to offer help internationally.

4. Topic 03 discusses the prevention of COVID-19 cases being imported into the coun-
try. This suggests that the Chinese government’s approach to managing COVID-19 
is gradually transitioning from curbing domestic transmission to thwarting foreign 
importation.

In summary, the Wuhan lockdown proved to be highly effective. Amidst the city’s 
lockdown, the Chinese government swiftly managed to control the spread of COVID-19 
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within the country and initiated international aid. The government also started to focus 
on resuming production. The emphasis of outbreak prevention and control gradually 
transitioned from halting internal spread to averting external importation. As under-
scored by Cao et al. (2021), there was a rise in the levels of pride and admiration at each 
phase of the Wuhan lockdown, whereas fear showed a contrasting trend.

(C) Analysis of public opinion after the end of lockdown in Wuhan

The effectiveness of the Wuhan lockdown is further demonstrated by the swift shift 
in social opinion back to pre-lockdown issues once the lockdown ended. Here, Topic 01 
and Topic 04 intersect, highlighting significant social events, economic challenges, cor-
ruption, and crime within the nation. The rivalry between the United States and China, 
along with the Hong Kong issue, have also regained their positions at the forefront of 
public opinion (Topic 02).

The effect of the Wuhan lockdown on the game of lies

Table 8’s statistics reveal that the results of the game of lies played by social media inves-
tors are in a state of "equilibrium" during the Wuhan lockdown periods. This "equi-
librium" intensifies significantly during the lockdown, with the overall integrity factor 
markedly higher than before and after the lockdown. Figure  10, based on the data in 
Table 8, shows the relationship between investor sentiment and stock market fundamen-
tals (OP, CP, etc.), with darker points indicating more statistically significant data. Fig-
ure  10 clearly displays these findings. The "equilibrium" in the game of lies played by 
social media investors strengthens significantly during the Wuhan lockdown, and social 
media sentiment exhibits a stronger positive correlation with stock market fundamen-
tals. Note that once the city lockdown ends, the game of lies reverts to its pre-lockdown 
state, indicating the lockdown event’s direct effect on the game’s outcome.

By analyzing public opinion surveys conducted during the Wuhan lockdown, we can 
gain a clearer understanding of how the lockdown affected the game of lies played by 
investors on social media. Table  9 illustrates that the lockdown significantly strength-
ened the "equilibrium state" of this game on social media, leading to a notable rise in 
the positive synergy between investor sentiment on social media and the stock market. 
Investors became more truthful, enhancing the credibility of social media. In terms of 
shifts in public opinion, the Chinese government’s successful containment of COVID-19 

Table 8 Statistics of IF for the periods around the lockdown in Wuhan

pwuhan−1
 denotes the 47 trading days before the lockdown in Wuhan

pwuhan
0

 denotes the 47 trading days during the lockdown in Wuhan

pwuhan
1

 denotes the 47 trading days after the end of the lockdown in Wuhan
* , **, ***, ****, and ***** represent significance levels of 0.1, 0.05, 0.01, 0.001, and 0.0001, respectively. The overall column 
uses the means of OP, CP, HP, LP, and PCP as price proxies for calculating correlations

OP CP HP LP PCP Overall

IS in pwuhan−1
0.293** 0.373*** 0.290** 0.291** 0.337** 0.318**

IS in pwuhan
0

0.427*** 0.610***** 0.380**** 0.499**** 0.530***** 0.501****

IS in pwuhan
1

0.195 0.400** 0.236* 0.305** 0.317** 0.297**
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during the Wuhan lockdown boosted national pride and unity, significantly elevating the 
"equilibrium state" of the social media game of lies.

Following the shutdown of Wuhan, mainstream public sentiment shifted back to 
social, economic, and criminal corruption issues, as well as Sino-US competition. Con-
sequently, the balance in the social media game of lies reverted to its pre-closure state. It 
is clear that examining the event from a public opinion standpoint appears more advan-
tageous than directly explaining the event’s cause and effect.

Analysis of the game surrounding the lockdown in Shanghai

The lockdown in Shanghai, which lasted from April 1 to June 1, 2022,3 is the second 
major city lockdown adopted by the Chinese government in response to COVID-19. We 
examine the outcomes of the game of lies conducted by investors on social media during 

Fig. 10 Diagram of the integrity factor around the lockdown in Wuhan. Note. Aqua dots indicate statistically 
insignificant values, while gray dots indicate statistically significant data. The darker the gray, the more 
significant the data. Data with similar values and levels of significance are overwritten

Table 9 Public opinion modeling concerning the lockdown in Wuhan

The integrity factor data is taken from the data in the overall column in Table 8

Time period Game results Public opinion

p‑1
Wuhan Equilibrium state, 0.318** ‑ Corruption, crime, and social issues

‑ US‑China competition
‑ Domestic Economy

P0
Wuhan Equilibrium state, 0.501****

(strengthen)
‑ Rapidly stopping the spread of COVID‑19 and provid‑
ing assistance to the international community
‑ Public sentiment resists the politicization of COVID‑
19 in the international community

p1
Wuhan Equilibrium state, 0.297**

(Back to pre‑lockdown)
‑ Social issues, economic issues, corruption, and crime
‑ US‑China competition
‑ The international proliferation of COVID‑19

3 https://m. gmw. cn/ baijia/ 2022- 04/ 03/ 13028 80724. html

https://m.gmw.cn/baijia/2022-04/03/1302880724.html
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four periods ( tShanghai0 , t
Shanghai
−1 , t

Shanghai
1 , t

Shanghai
2  ) aro surrounding the city’s lockdown. 

Each of these periods encompasses 38 trading days. We analyze the effects of the game 
of lies by investors over a more extended period following the Shanghai lockdown 
( , tShanghai1 , t

Shanghai
2  ) rather than that of the Wuhan lockdown, because we have observed 

that the Shanghai lockdown has a more prolonged effect.

Survey of public opinion surrounding the lockdown in Shanghai

Here, as in the examination of the Wuhan lockdown, we explore public sentiment 
regarding the Shanghai lockdown using the LDA algorithm. Table 10 presents a sum-
mary of the public opinion model’s results, while Appendix C provides a detailed 

Table 10 Public opinion modeling concerning the lockdown in Shanghai

The "share of news" represents the popularity of the topic.

Panel A: pShanghai−1

Topic No. Share of news (%) Topic description

Topic 01 24.20 Russia–Ukraine War and NATO

Topic 02 22.70 Discussion on the spread of COVID‑19 in Shanghai

Topic 03 21.60 International competition, conflict and diplomacy

Topic 04 17.80 Airliner accident of Eastern Airlines

Topic 05 11.80 General public opinion in society

Topic 06 1.90 China’s concerns over Russia and Ukraine

Panel B: pShanghai
0

Topic No. Share of news (%) Topic description

Topic 01 30.30 Shanghai implements a strict COVID‑19 clearance policy

Topic 02 28.20 Economy, US‑China competition

Topic 03 19.40 Self‑built house collapse in Changsha

Topic 04 12.50 Production, work in the context of COVID‑19

Topic 05 6.30 Taiwan issue, Russia‑Ukraine issue

Topic 06 3.30% Corporate, Internet

Panel C: pShanghai
1

Topic No. Share of news (%) Topic description

Topic 01 31.60 Society, Epidemic and Economy

Topic 02 23.10 US‑China competition and the economy

Topic 03 17.00 Public opinion centered on the Tangshan beating incident

Topic 04 15.00 Public opinion centered on the Tangshan beating incident

Topic 05 10.20 Public opinion centered on the Tangshan beating incident

Topic 06 3.10 Assassination of Shinzo Abe

Panel D: pShanghai
2

Topic No. Share of news (%) Topic description

Topic 01 34.80 COVID‑19 control and nucleic acid detection

Topic 02 27.50 Pelosi’s visit to Taiwan and PLA exercises around Taiwan

Topic 03 19.90 Social events and journalist investigations

Topic 04 6.70 Geological disasters and rescue in Sichuan

Topic 05 6.30 International political events

Topic 06 4.80% International opinion
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breakdown. Figure 11 illustrates the relationships and gaps among the various topics. 
Appendix B contains a description of the news data used in the public opinion model. 
By integrating the information from Table  10 and Fig.  11, we can clearly articulate 
public sentiment during the Shanghai lockdown period, thereby gaining a more pro-
found understanding of the lockdown’s effect.

(A) Analysis of public opinion prior to the lockdown in Shanghai

Table 10 reveals that before the Shanghai lockdown ( pShanghai−1  ), the dominant news 
topics were the Russo-Ukrainian war4 and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
(NATO) support for the war (Topic 01, 24.20%). Topic 03, which made up 21.60% 
of the conversation, largely overlapped with Topic 01 (as seen in Fig. 11), but it also 
included broader keywords related to the US-China rivalry and international diplo-
macy. Topic 02 focused on the spread of COVID-19 in Shanghai, indicating that the 
Shanghai outbreak was a widely discussed topic even before the city’s lockdown. The 
most frequently used keywords in Topic 02 were "believe" and "think", suggesting that 
the general public in Shanghai believed the epidemic was under control before the 
city was shut down.

Fig. 11 Inter‑topic distance map about lockdown in Wuhan

4 https:// en. wikip edia. org/ wiki/ Russo- Ukrai nian_ War

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Russo-Ukrainian_War
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(B) Analysis of public opinion during the lockdown in Shanghai

During the lockdown in Shanghai ( pShanghai0  ), the prevailing subject was the city’s 
epidemic prevention measures, accounting for 30.30% of the news. This is unsurpris-
ing. However, as shown in Fig. 11, Topic 02, which overlaps significantly with Topic 01, 
focuses on the economy and the US-China rivalry, making up 28.2% of the news. The 
keywords in Topic 02 reveal a widespread worry that the lockdown in Shanghai, China’s 
financial hub,5 could significantly affect the national economy. This marks the first time 
the themes of COVID-19 and "economy" have become intertwined during the Shanghai 
lockdown. Other secondary topics include Topics 05 and 02, which intersect to discuss 
the US and China’s positions on Russia and Ukraine, and Topic 03, which describes a 
serious housing collapse in China during the Shanghai lockdown.

(C) Analysis of public opinion after the end of lockdown in Shanghai

Following the Shanghai lockdown ( pShanghai1  ), public sentiment did not revert to 
its pre-lockdown state. Topic 01, accounting for 31.6% of the discussion, centered on 
"social" issues, with the epidemic remaining a significant keyword. The themes of Topic 
01 and Topic 02 continue to be interrelated, with "economy" persisting as a crucial key-
word in their intersection (see Appendix C). As shown in Fig. 11, Topics 03, 04, and 05, 
which partially overlap, detail a grave social event that transpired during this period: the 
Tangshan beating incident.6

We continued to investigate public sentiment during the second period after the lock-
down ended in Shanghai ( pShanghai2  ). In the pShanghai2  period, Topic 01 remains centered 
on COVID-19. Observing the ongoing trend of public opinion from the pShanghai−1  period 
to pShanghai2  , it appears that since the onset of COVID-19 in Shanghai, the enforcement 
of China’s COVID-19 clearance policy has started to face challenges. The lockdown in 
Shanghai has not achieved the intended effect.

During the pShanghai2  period, Topic 02 shifts its focus from the anxiety surrounding the 
US-China rivalry and economic worries to an unexpected event: Pelosi’s visit to Taiwan.7 
The Chinese Foreign Ministry expressed that “Pelosi’s visit to Taiwan seriously infringed 
on China’s sovereignty and security, seriously undermined China’s territorial integrity, 
and seriously jeopardized peace and stability in the the Taiwan Strait".8 Reacting to this 
provocative incident, the Chinese government conducted a military exercise around Tai-
wan, crossing the Strait’s center line for the first time. The Western world, led by the 
United States, did not react aggressively, seemingly accepting this reality.9 The People’s 
Liberation Army’s (PLA) assertive response showcased its robust military strength and 
boosted national pride domestically.10 As shown in Fig.  11, during pShanghai2  , the top-
ics of domestic epidemics and social issues (Topic 01) and Pelosi’s visit to Taiwan and 

5 https:// en. wikip edia. org/ wiki/ Shang hai
6 https:// en. wikip edia. org/ wiki/ 2022_ Tangs han_ resta urant_ attack
7 http:// www. news. cn/ world/ 2022- 08/ 06/c_ 11288 93882. htm
8 http:// mo. ocmfa. gov. cn/ xwdt/ wjbt/ 202208/ t2022 0825_ 10753 381. htm
9 https:// en. wikip edia. org/ wiki/ 2022_ Chine se_ milit ary_ exerc ises_ around_ hong
10 https:// www. zhihu. com/ topic/ 25993 105/ hot

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shanghai
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2022_Tangshan_restaurant_attack
http://www.news.cn/world/2022-08/06/c_1128893882.htm
http://mo.ocmfa.gov.cn/xwdt/wjbt/202208/t20220825_10753381.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2022_Chinese_military_exercises_around_hong
https://www.zhihu.com/topic/25993105/hot
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PLA exercises (Topic 02) were intermingled, accounting for more than 62% of the public 
opinion topics.

The effect of the Shanghai lockdown on the game of lies

Table  11 shows the findings from the game of lies on social media during Shanghai’s 
lockdown. The analysis reveals that the outcome of this game prior to the city’s shut-
down ( pShanghai−1  ) is an "equilibrium state". In this state, investors’ actions align with their 
words, meaning that a higher sentiment corresponds to higher stock prices, and the 
reverse is also true. However, during the lockdown in Shanghai ( pShanghai0  ), the results of 
the "game of lies" on social media shifted primarily to a "subversion state". In this state, 
there is no longer a significant positive correlation between investor sentiment and stock 
market fundamentals. In fact, the cause-and-effect relationship has reversed, with higher 
stock prices leading to lower investor sentiment.

Table 11 Statistics of IF for the periods around the lockdown in Shanghai

p
Shanghai
−1

 denotes the 38 trading days before the lockdown in Shanghai

p
Shanghai
0

 denotes the 38 trading days during the lockdown in Shanghai

p
Shanghai
1

 denotes the 38 trading days after the end of the lockdown in Shanghai

p
Shanghai
2

 denotes the second 38 trading days after the end of lockdown in Shanghai
* , **, ***, ****, and ***** represent significance levels of 0.1, 0.05, 0.01, 0.001, and 0.0001, respectively

The overall column uses the mean of OP, CP, HP, LP, and PCP as price proxies for calculating correlations

OP CP HP LP PCP Overall

IS in pShanghai−1
0.467*** 0.595***** 0.491*** 0.565**** 0.457*** 0.524****

IS in pShanghai
0

− 0.310** − 0.115 − 0.295* − 0.207 − 0.354** − 0.261*

IS in pShanghai
1

0.115 0.318** 0.219 0.171 0.111 0.189

IS in pShanghai
2

0.225 0.607**** 0.339*** 0.501**** 0.262* 0.422***

Fig. 12 Diagram of the integrity factor before, after, and during the lockdown in Shanghai. Note: Aqua dots 
indicate statistically insignificant values, while gray dots indicate statistically significant data. The darker the 
gray, the more significant the data. Data with similar values and levels of significance are overwritten
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Following the conclusion of the Shanghai lockdown ( pShanghai1  ), the aftermath of the 
game of lies played by investors on social media did not revert to an "equilibrium state" 
as it did post-Wuhan lockdown. Instead, a "confusion state" dominated, with most stock 
price indicators showing no significant statistical correlation with investor sentiment. 
In the subsequent phase ( pShanghai2  ) after Shanghai’s lockdown ended, the game of lies’ 
results on social media returned to the "equilibrium state". Fig. 12, which draws on the 
data in Table  11, provides a clearer view of the transition process of the game of lies’ 
state from an "equilibrium state" to a "subversion state", "confusion state", and ultimately 
back to "equilibrium state".

By analyzing shifts in public sentiment during the Shanghai lockdown, we can fully 
understand how this event affected the outcome of the game of lies among investors, 
as shown in Table  12. During the lockdown in Shanghai ( pShanghai0  ), public opinion 
for the first time linked COVID-19 and the economy, suggesting a significant macro-
economic effect of the virus. Consequently, the game of lies on social media entered 
a "subversion state". After the lockdown in Shanghai ended ( pShanghai1  ), despite some 
improvement, the intertwining of COVID-19 and the economy persisted. The game 
of lies then transitioned into a "confusion state", and the correlation between inves-
tor sentiment and stock prices became statistically insignificant. This indicates that 
the effects of the lockdown did not vanish once it ended, contradicting the results 
observed post-lockdown. In the second phase following the end of the Shang-
hai lockdown, Pelosi’s visit to Taiwan shifted domestic public opinion, even though 
COVID-19 remained a dominant topic. The PLA’s positive response to Pelosi’s visit 

Table 12 Public opinion modeling concerning the lockdown in Shanghai

The integrity factor data is taken from the data in the overall column in Table 11

Game results Public Opinion

p
Shanghai
−1

Equilibrium State, 0.524**** ‑ The Russo‑Ukrainian War
‑ Proliferation of COVID‑19 in Shanghai
‑ The Russian‑Ukrainian Question and Diplomacy

p
Shanghai
0

Subversion State, − 0.261* ‑ Blockade of Shanghai to curb the spread of COVID‑19
‑ US‑China competition and the economy

p
Shanghai
1

Confusion state
(corr: 0.189, pValue 0.255)

‑ Social issues and efforts to stop the spread of COVID‑19
‑ US‑China competition and the economy

p
Shanghai
2

Equilibrium State, 0.422***
(Back to Equilibrium State)

‑ COVID‑19 and social issues
‑ Pelosi’s visit to Taiwan and PLA exercises around Taiwan
‑ Pride of military power

Fig. 13 The comparison of public opinion and game outcome switching
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enhanced national pride, and the game of lies on social media returned to a "state of 
equilibrium".

Discussion

We confirmed Hypothesis H1 on two scales: a complete trading day and three intervals 
within a trading day. In general, the result of the game of lies that investors play on social 
media is in an "equilibrium state". We examined three possible states of the game of lies 
on social media by investors during the city’s lockdown: the "equilibrium state", the "con-
fusion state", and the "subversion state". This results support Hypothesis H2 that, at a 
specific moment, the outcome of the game of lies by investors on social media could 
shift from the "equilibrium state" to either the "confusion state" or the "subversion state".

Figure 13 demonstrates the shift in public sentiment and the resulting changes in 
the game of lies across various time frames during the two lockdowns. The Wuhan 
and Shanghai lockdowns may seem like two identical events, both being severe 
responses to the COVID-19 spread. However, their effects on the game of lies were 
starkly different. The Wuhan lockdown reinforced the "equilibrium state", making 
social media sentiment more trustworthy, while the Shanghai lockdown led to a "con-
fusing" or even "subversive" game outcome. This observation validates hypotheses H3 
and H4. It also indicates that we cannot predict an event’s effect based solely on the 
action itself. Instead, we must consider the event’s direction, result, and context.

Public opinion analysis allows us to retrospectively assess the effects of significant 
events. This study analyzes public sentiment regarding the lockdowns in Wuhan and 
Shanghai, using news topic modeling to reveal the essence of these events. Specifi-
cally, during pShanghai0  and pShanghai1  , when opinions about "COVID-19" and "economy" 
intertwine, the "equilibrium state" in the investor’s game of lies collapses. Deception 
becomes the prevailing sentiment among investors on social media. This observation 
validates the H5 hypothesis, demonstrating that the effect of COVID-19 on the econ-
omy varies over time. We can also observe this effect through opinion analysis, offer-
ing a fresh theoretical reference for studying the economic effects of COVID-19.

From Fig. 13, we derive the following insights:

• Similar events can have varying effects on the stock market, contingent on the 
context and the result. Through opinion modeling, we can examine the circum-
stances and narrative logic in which these events transpire, providing a more 
transparent understanding of their influence on the stock market.

• The "equilibrium state" typically characterizes the game of lies on social media, 
implying that social media sentiment often provides a reliable basis for conducting 
financial research. However, significant social events have the potential to disrupt 
this "equilibrium state".

• Social occasions that foster positive feelings, such as pride and admiration, can 
effectively enhance the balance in the game of lies or even convert a state of imbal-
ance into a state of "equilibrium".
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• When the subject of an event becomes intertwined with the concept of "economy" 
in public perception, this signifies that the event has a substantial effect on the econ-
omy. Consequently, the result of the game of lies could potentially be altered.

• External conflicts are conducive to attracting domestic public opinion and defusing 
domestic conflicts, thus defusing domestic financial risks.

Note that lies on social media can create confusion or even distort cause and effect 
when the result of the investors’ game of lies enters a "confusion state" or a "subversion 
state". There are costs and risks involved in betting against sentimental market partici-
pants (Shleifer and Vishny 1997), and the risks of betting against deceitful traders are 
challenging to evaluate. Moreover, Van Bommel (2003) suggests that if social media 
messages consistently spread false rumors, no followers would be willing to trade based 
on them, leading to the demise of investor social media. Therefore, "confusion" and 
"disruption" are not the typical states of the investors’ game of lies on social media. The 
"confusion state" and the "subversion state" indicate that the market is in a non-optimal 
state, which should raise concerns for investors and policymakers.

To the best of our knowledge, no existing research connects the game of lies to inves-
tor sentiment. Nevertheless, our study aligns with much of the current research, as the 
core principle of the "game of lies" in social media is the cause-and-effect relationship 
between social media investor sentiment and the stock market. The result of this game 
signifies the trustworthiness of social media investor sentiment. For instance, numer-
ous studies affirm the causal link between social media sentiment and stock markets 
(Renault 2017; Sun et al. 2016), which, in our theoretical framework, signifies an "equi-
librium state" in the outcome of the "game of lies" on social media. Another instance is 
the discrepancy noted by researchers concerning the positive (Hengelbrock et al. 2013; 
Perez-Liston et  al. 2016) or negative (Grigaliūnienė and Cibulskienė, 2010; Schmeling 
2009) effect of investor sentiment on stock market returns. These inconsistencies in our 
theoretical framework can be clarified by the varying outcomes of the social media game 
of lies. Moreover, our study, which is based on public opinion, provides fresh perspec-
tives and findings to the traditional single-context COVID-19 research.

Conclusion
This study first introduces the concept of the game of lies into the analysis of social 
media investor sentiment, examining the three potential outcomes in the Chinese mar-
ket: the "equilibrium state", the "confusion state", and the "subversion state". The results 
indicate that the "equilibrium state" is the typical outcome of the game of lies on social 
media. In this state, there is a significant positive correlation between social media senti-
ment and the stock market, making social media investor sentiment trustworthy. How-
ever, significant social events can disrupt this relationship, leading to a "confusion state" 
or even a "subversion state". We observe the transitions between these three states by 
examining how the Wuhan and Shanghai lockdowns in China affected the game of lies. 
The Wuhan lockdown, which elicited positive public sentiment (such as "admiration", 
"pride", etc.), strengthened the "equilibrium state" of the game of lies. Conversely, the 
Shanghai lockdown, which sparked discussions about COVID-19 and the economy, led 
the game of lies to a "confusion state" or "subversion state".
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Our findings suggest that the effects of COVID-19 on financial markets have varied 
over time. Furthermore, this study offers a comprehensive explanation for some of the 
conflicting results found in previous research. For instance, some scholars have found 
that social media sentiment does not have predictive power (Antweiler and Frank 2004; 
Tumarkin and Whitelaw 2001), while others have reported weak or strong predictive 
power (Liu et  al. 2022a, b, c; Mao et  al. 2011). Our findings suggest that inconsistent 
results may occur when the outcomes of the game of lies are in different states.

This research carries significant policy implications. The "equilibrium state" represents 
the typical outcome of the game of lies on social media. Policymakers should be aware 
that when the game’s outcome reaches a "confusion state" or even a "subversion state", 
lies on social media can muddle or even invert cause and effect. Our study indicates 
that during major social events, a positive public sentiment can help mitigate the event’s 
negative effect on financial markets. We also discovered that when COVID-19 and eco-
nomic matters become intertwined in public opinion, lies tend to dominate investor 
sentiment on social media. Additionally, our research reveals that shifting conflicts and 
contradictions to foreign countries aids in mitigating financial risks.

This research provides fresh insights into the understanding and identification of 
investor social media, investor sentiment, and behavioral finance, carrying significant 
theoretical and policy implications. There are three avenues for further exploration in 
this study. First, by corroborating our findings across more financial markets. Second, 
in our study, when the outcomes of the game of lies on social media are in a "subver-
sion state" or a "confusion state", we are unable to determine if these falsehoods origi-
nate from individual investors or the market. Third, the "equilibrium state" represents 
the typical outcome of the "game of lies". In this state, higher stock prices correspond to 
increased investor sentiment. The question then arises: is this a case of marginal increase 
or marginal decrease?

Appendix A: Keywords for public opinion surrounding the lockdown in Wuhan

Panel A:pwuhan−1

Topic No. Share 
of news 
(%)

Top 40 topic keywords

Topic 01 34.70 Police, notification, investigation, man, reporter, found, woman, public security bureau, 
officer, Guangzhou, video, suspected, family, currently, local, supervisory committee, 
occurred, a, news, death, suspect, disciplinary committee, said, serious, conducted, crime, 
secretary, husband, police, organization, time, scene, indiscipline, illegal, work, a, killed, 
lawyer, reported, double‑opening

Topic 02 27.30 China, America, comment, Iran, a, society, country, issue, read, work, some, need, media, 
development, world, opinion, British, time, Western, economy, already, business, it, thing, 
this, government, important, maximum, today, kind, president, culture, hope, appear, 
know, report, become, deceased, situation, video

Topic 03 20.70 Company, request, triggered, a, response, social, public, situation, concern, issue, netizen, 
video, legal, conducted, employee, related, network, said, need, incident, conduct, should, 
evidence, regulation, safety, whether, management, teacher, microblogging, exposure, 
media, regulation, appear, use, involved, information, exist, apologize, dispute, handle
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Panel A:pwuhan−1

Topic No. Share 
of news 
(%)

Top 40 topic keywords

Topic 04 9.20 Wuhan, new, patient, pneumonia, platform, coronavirus, hospital, infection, Shenzhen, 
reporter, situation, outbreak, currently, citizen, service, report, Beijing, found, said, exist, 
response, treatment, Shanghai, official, article, carried, release, staff, related, now, death, 
news, handle, Guangzhou, government, such, personnel, from, understand, part

Topic 05 6.10 Hong Kong, student, child, mother, school, father, a, body, now, some, today, together, 
parents, political, become, willing, situation, hope, a, last, believe, Beijing, should, teacher, 
social, already, violent, know, over, law, become, maximum, resolute, contact, this, is, deal, 
future, office, serious, later

Topic 06 2.00 Court, sentenced, sentenced, imprisonment, rape, first, trial, verdict, man, found, victim, 
case, act, occurred, guangzhou, took, relationship, violence, considered, apology, 
compensation, woman, first, a, thing, between, a, family, time, finally, similar, education, 
minute, positive, harm, believed, a, website, long, content, media

Panel B:pwuhan
0

Topic No. Share 
of news 
(%)

Top 40 topic keywords

Topic 01 51.90 Wuhan, social, problem, opinion, Hubei, public, situation, national, people, emerged, can, 
this, local, anti‑epidemic, occur, comment, think, prevention and control, thing, should, 
now, today, see, believe, serious, this, case, new, crown, hope, officials, resumed, already, 
work, formed, this, is, sealed, city, should, everywhere, read, need

Topic 02 34.10 America, COVID‑19, antiviral, virus, world, death, new, Europe, already, pneumonia, Trump, 
case, President, Italy, comment, society, global, infection, now, confirmed, media, number, 
serious, Korea, international, able, political, hope, today, data, interest, take, become, said, 
reading, being, this, human, West, huge

Topic 03 10.30 quarantine, cases, people, import, prevention, control, abroad, all, concentrated, entry, 
local, measures, home, have, taken, South Korea, entry, support, situation, prevent, vulner‑
ability, risk, local, anti‑epidemic, local, resolute, government, new, restriction, area, must, 
Beijing, system, national, UK, security, need, Iran, current, carry, domestic

Topic 04 2.70 Aid, Italy, medical, help, western, material, humanitarian, anti, epidemic, provide, difficul‑
ties, should, force, such, should, support, hospital, active, powers, whole, opinion, society, 
local, US, political, system, keep, apparently, action, new, crown, made, surging, request, 
take, need, after, human, able, already, common, think

Topic 05 0.70 Someone, Korea, really, happened, Italy, online, comment, hope, million, local, a, high, do, 
global, related, information, anti‑epidemic, suggest, opinion, feel, positive, ability, read, 
under, today, big, country, really, reality, special, see, concern, first, easy, collective, cause, 
worth, express, person, region, important

Topic 06 0.30 America, government, problem, society, infection, death, Trump, Wuhan, really, has, 
imported, situation, quarantine, serious, interest, reported, constantly, announced, such, 
see, know, day, someone, hope, self, Beijing, world, carry, presence, official, national, 
under, believe, president, seal, western, criticism, prevention, control, public opinion, 
anti‑epidemic

Panel C:pwuhan
1

Topic No. Share 
of news 
(%)

Top 40 Topic Keywords

Topic 01 24.40 Reporter, police, said, man, video, currently, child notification, guangzhou, suspect, a, a, 
told, investigation, found, a, details, occurred, conducted, hospital, incident, local, student, 
woman, shenzhen, mother, officer, netizen, live, concern, scene, school, release, lady, trig‑
gered, related, being, staff, a, previously, involved
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Panel C:pwuhan
1

Topic No. Share 
of news 
(%)

Top 40 Topic Keywords

Topic 02 18.70 China, American, society, a, country, Hong Kong, need, issue, some, opinion, adult, 
already, media, such, become, think, western, law, should, develop, suggest, capacity, 
support, political, world, market, which, protect, must, be, able, government, exist, public, 
system, relationship, now, should, situation, occur, carry

Topic 03 15.50 America, COVID‑19, virus, outbreak, death, Trump, infection, pneumonia, said, mask, 
China, time, reported, patient, president, treatment, research, hospital, vaccine, anti‑
epidemic, UK, number, global, local, France, one, already, protest, doctor, country, expert, 
found, Germany, serious, accepted, being, case, currently, Zhong Nanshan, announced

Topic 04 14.90 Company, work, secretary, details, alleged, express, investigation, issue, feng nao, mayor, 
serious, violation, supervisory, committee, charge, news, regulations, related, district, 
cadre, discipline, director, enterprise, issued, currently, accepted, show, court, punish‑
ment, notice, discipline, reporter, information, violation, position, conducted, decision, 
application, case, investment, period

Topic 05 14.00 Epidemic, Wuhan, prevention and control, work, national, Zhang Wenhong, unsealing, 
prevention, measures, pneumonia, new crown, area, economy, national, city, Hubei, data, 
recovery, Beijing, risk, back to work, anti‑epidemic, period, personnel, India, current, time, 
seal, students, China, said, situation, masks, news, opening, government, back to school, 
details, flights, open

Topic 06 12.50 Case, confirmed, new, imported, detection, infected, asymptomatic, outbound, outbreak, 
isolation, cumulative, Harbin, hospital, nucleic acid, infection, reported, new crown, 
pneumonia, personnel, native, patient, entry, Russia, Guangzhou, notification, conducted, 
discharged, associated, Suifenhe, found, Heilongjiang, emerged, Harbin, Health and Wel‑
fare Commission, Jilin, positive, Heilongjiang Province, transmission, treatment, port

Note: The "share of news" represents the popularity of the topic. In public opinion in 
China, COVID-19 is often referred to simply as an "epidemic", "new crown", or "new 
crown virus".

Appendix B: Statistics of news used in news topic modelling

News statistics for public opinion modeling concerning the lockdown in Wuhan

Media No Media category pWuhan
−1

pWuhan
0

pWuhan
1

1 Self‑Media 112 231 186

2 Self‑Media 339 196 239

3 Self‑Media 531 409

4 Self‑Media 118 256 140

5 Newspapers 481 1815 1507

Total 1050 3029 2481
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News statistics for public opinion modeling concerning the lockdown in Shanghai

Media No Media category p
Shanghai
−1

p
Shanghai
0

p
Shanghai
1

p
Shanghai
2

1 Self‑Media 102 107 115 324

2 Self‑Media 332 341 338 811

3 Self‑Media 321 375 346 1042

4 Self‑Media 102 47 40 189

5 Newspapers 133 305 215 653

Total 990 1175 1054 3019

Appendix C: Keywords for public opinion surrounding the lockdown 
in Shanghai

Panel A:  p-1
Shanghai

Topic No. Share 
of news 
(%)

Top 40 Topic Keywords

Topic 01 24.20 Ukraine, Russia, West, war, Putin, country, United States, already, NATO, a, world, political, 
Europe, said, this, sanctions, think, Russia‑Ukraine, attitude, economic, support, both, 
declared, situation, government, whole, mobilization, now, need, goal, society, strategy, 
present, this, Beijing, join, interest, end, able, hope

Topic 02 22.70 Epidemic, Shanghai, public opinion, some, prevention and control, problem, one, society, 
event, thing, believe, think, report, economy, city, need, public, country, information, 
should, must, place, investigation, already, hope, official, government, media, this is, this, 
continuously, national attitude, comment, now, happen, form, sure, play, situation

Topic 03 21.60 America, Russia, strategy, West, Ukraine, country, president, war, diplomacy, support, rela‑
tions, Washington, become, sanctions, power, great power, today, interests, politics, a, full, 
confrontation, military, development, this, capacity, world, important, Europe, strength, 
certain, conflict, Chinese, provide, keep, all, security, now, insist, demand

Topic 04 17.80 China Eastern Airlines, accident, airliner, aircraft, flight, occurrence, reporter, crash, scene, 
flight, personnel, present, Boeing, Guangxi, news, confirmation, company, press confer‑
ence, Wuzhou, emergency, time, investigation, discovery, Guangzhou, hour, one, display, 
being, disposing, related, information, command, work, country, informed, afternoon, 
expressing, data, carrying out, and reporting

Topic 05 11.80 advice, journalist, work, country, national, said, Hong Kong, netizen, problem, related, cur‑
rently, time, conducted, release, news, impact, concern, development, serious, investiga‑
tion, detailed, headline, appeared, details, director, health, accept, aspect, already, under‑
stand, continue, video, life, safeguard, pressure, news, attention, request, against, need

Topic 06 1.90 China, relations, end, parties, release, briefing, United States, situation, video, shows, offi‑
cials, express, Ukraine, support, formation, keep, journalists, issue, attitude, continue, con‑
ditions, influence, direction, provide, information, know, war, strategy, West, participate, 
important, confrontation, media, first, further, normal, decision, request, present, Russia

Panel B:  p0
Shanghai

Topic No. Share 
of news 
(%)

Top 40 Topic Keywords

Topic 01 30.30 epidemic, nucleic acid, Shanghai, anti‑epidemic, clearance, prevention and control, 
detection, dynamic, infected, social, transmission, prevention, city, case, situation, new 
crown, need, measures, isolation, local, already, citywide, positive, containment, work, 
infection, standing, believe, new, management, national, virus, news, Guangzhou, control, 
situation
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Panel B:  p0
Shanghai

Topic No. Share 
of news 
(%)

Top 40 Topic Keywords

Topic 02 28.20 China, America, economic, social, country, problem, development, need, such, constant, 
strategy, western, has, important, force, announced, business, should, become, this, 
is, policy, political, situation, thing, now, see, support, public opinion, solve, greatest, 
hope, confidence, growth, epidemic, increasingly, international, provide, increase, keep, 
university

Topic 03 19.40 reporter, occurred, Changsha, person, accident, collapsed, self‑built, house, rescue, local, 
scene, found, trapped, Sichuan, time, details, learned, incident, situation, safety, lost, 
report, died, staff, resident, news, appeared, hospital, notification, Hunan, released, hour, 
use, this, Chinese, attention, understand, injured, told, show, police

Topic 04 12.50 work, release, issue, safeguard, investigation, response, epidemic, law, ensure, service, 
serious, part, prevention, conference, production, accept, suspected, request, concern, 
presence, news, organisation, strengthen, study, life, information, market, national, 
reporter, national, triggered, area, controversy, director, regulation, notification, handle, 
do, detailed, control

Topic 05 6.30 Taiwan, Russia, NATO, Ukraine, West, United States, risk, this, decision, country, region, 
now, entire, action, into, outbreak, security, between, people, today, held, need, believe, 
target, directly, against, declared, fully, support, route, political, implementation, mobiliza‑
tion, already, time, government, ready, become, joint, against

Topic 06 3.30 Guangzhou, product, Guangdong, citizen, buy, participate, choose, internet, participate, 
future, adjust, before, enterprise, long‑term, development, formal, people, notice, enter, 
market, site, expected, this, time, news, risk, which, this, policy, completely, range, process, 
institution, has, sustained, strategy, million, situation, see, specific, aspect

Panel C:  p1
Shanghai

Topic No. Share 
of news 
(%)

Top 40 Topic Keywords

Topic 01 31.60 society, issue, epidemic, opinion, situation, prevention, Beijing, need, Beijing, government, 
China, thing, country, internet, local, localities, economic, think, hope, people, believe, 
should, this, already, public, sure, this, city, law, now, should, risk, serious, appear, online, 
constantly, request, subject, comment, officials

Topic 02 23.10 China, America, country, Taiwan, economic, development, world, western, society, issue, 
relationship, strategic, political, constantly, capacity, international, maximum, between, 
force, already, market, information, need, continue, support, conflict, become, important, 
see, period, after, now, this, should, today, achieve, increasingly, been, this is, gradually

Topic 03 17.00 Tangshan, Sichuan, nuclear acid, journalist, work, personnel, Shanghai, rescue, outbreak, 
occurred, scene, prevention and control, hours, meeting, injured, Hebei, details, time, 
hours, hospital, currently, caused, Xinguan, carried, news, local, found, carried, report, 
issued, action, request, health, Public Security Bureau, department, part, suspect, Tang‑
shan, crime, continued

Topic 04 15.00 woman, response, investigation, Tangshan, incident, related, reporter, police, is, man, 
briefing, video, conducting, concern, Tangshan, currently, this, matter, net, staff, informa‑
tion, triggered, case, according to law, situation, details, handling, multiple, public security 
bureau, occurred, a, beating, health, media, crime, society, accept, said, child, law, request

Topic 05 10.20 reporter, guangdong, investigation, company, said, related, netizen, told, currently, 
notification, safety, accident, work, national, has, conducted, situation, released, time, 
emergency, found, appeared, end, response, problem, impact, further, cause, occurred, 
personnel, centre, history, part, afternoon, incident, presence, department, video, official, 
details

Topic 06 3.10 Abe, scene, man, suspect, time, reporter, around, report, has, CCTV, currently, police, 
attention, then, Taiwan, control, completely, video, subsequently, a, citizen, local, directly, 
morning, day, public, cause, caused, use, keep, conscious, public opinion, occurred, usu‑
ally, met, place, show, details, together, said
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Panel D:  p2
Shanghai

Topic No. Share 
of news 
(%)

Top 40 topic keywords

Topic 01 34.80 epidemic, country, society, problem, nucleic acid, prevention, situation, China, prevention 
and control, public, support, local, city, government, national, risk, need, development, 
feel, risk, measures, believe, already, management, should, everywhere, life, serious, policy, 
able, people, now, hope, public opinion, people, appear, interest, comment, this, law

Topic 02 27.50 China, America, Taiwan, Pelosi, mainland, PLA, issue, country, Taiwan Strait, Taiwan Island, 
has, long, such, exist, action, today, means, interest, believe, business, carry, think, occur, 
time, affect, become, constantly, implement, need, war, this, is, relevant, now, know, 
official, since, strategy, measure, increase, force

Topic 03 19.90 reporter, response, investigation, details, accident, concern, related, local, conducted, 
man, show, news, request, triggered, staff, learned, previously, link, cause, page, currently, 
China, understand, occurred, reported, told, ongoing, being, incident, attention, proof, to, 
this, work, announced, illegal, impact, department, situation, afternoon, information

Topic 04 6.70 Sichuan, briefing, rescue, currently, occurred, death, scene, is, further, found, hour, emer‑
gency, personnel, reporter, force, caused, country, carry, work, safety, people, all, control, 
effective, understand, according, carry, CCTV, local, deal, strong, tell, page, link, staff, 
network, should, part, centre, news

Topic 05 6.30 British, time, a, issue, history, end, become, western, accept, Beijing, political, this, national, 
continue, aspect, world, this, after, today, first, details, country, appear, management, both, 
sides, war, opinion, present, including, local, being, last, capacity, situation, afternoon, 
carry, hope, action, show, rapid

Topic 06 4.80 war, this, opinion, western, information, unification, occur, region, report, support, form, 
force, media, China, strategy, need, special, domestic, thing, able, plan, gradually, online, 
between, actual, comment, before, whether, play, local, interest, this, now, comprehen‑
sive, common, specific, point, important, maximum, first

Note: The "share of news" represents the popularity of the topic. The "share of news" 
represents the popularity of the topic. In public opinion in China, COVID-19 is often 
referred to simply as an "epidemic", "new crown", or "new crown virus".

Abbreviations
IS  Investor sentiment
ISA  Investor sentiment for the period 00:00 a.m. to 09:30 a.m.
ISB  Investor sentiment for the period 09:30 a.m. to 15:00 p.m.
ISC  Investor sentiment for the period 15:00 p.m. to 24:00 p.m.
OP  The opening price of the day
CP  The closing price of the day
HP  The highest share price of the day
LP  The lowest share price of the day
PCP  Previous closing price

pwuhan−1   The 47 trading days before the lockdown in Wuhan

pwuhan0   The 47 trading days during lockdown in Wuhan

pwuhan1   The 47 trading days after the end of the lockdown in Wuhan

p
Shanghai
−1   The 38 trading days before the lockdown in Shanghai

p
Shanghai
0   The 38 trading days during the lockdown in Shanghai

p
Shanghai
1   The 38 trading days after the end of the lockdown in Shanghai

p
Shanghai
2   The second 38 trading days after the end of lockdown in Shanghai
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